
In early September, Ayatollah Mahmoud Hashemi Shahroudi,
a senior Iranian official and cleric, flew to the holy city of
Najaf in southern Iraq. His entourage included a sizable secu-
rity detail and the former head of the Revolutionary Guards,
the most powerful military force in the Islamic Republic.
Shahroudi, 69, spent several days on a charm offensive meet-
ing officials, clerics and seminary students at his office near
the golden dome shrine of Imam Ali, one of the world’s holiest
Shiite sites.

His aim was to raise his profile as a replacement for the
top Shiite cleric and most powerful man in Iraq: the 87-year
old Ayatollah Ali Sistani, according to current and former
Iraqi officials. While attention has focused on Iraq’s battle
against Islamic State, the country’s future could equally hinge
on what is happening in Najaf. With Sistani’s advanced age
and persistent rumors about his health, the question of his
replacement has become more pointed.

Iraqi Shiite factions are jockeying to influence who
replaces Sistani. Iran, whose population is mostly Shiite,
backs Shahroudi. Shahroudi could prove a controversial
replacement for Sistani. Senior clergy in Najaf are wary of
Iran trying to expand its influence and Shahroudi is viewed
with some suspicion, although he could still build support
among students. Since Sistani has distanced himself from
Iranian politics some of his followers may not want a replace-
ment who is close to Tehran.

Sources in Najaf were unwilling to go on the record on a
matter as sensitive as Sistani’s successor, but a former senior
Iraqi official told Reuters: “The Iranians will try their best. It’s
not just religious, politics have become part of it. It will
decide the fate of Iraq.” 

Disputed areas
Iran has already expanded its influence in Iraq by helping

the Shiite-led government in Baghdad retake disputed areas
from the Kurds. The head of the branch of the Revolutionary
Guards responsible for operations outside Iran, Qassem
Soleimani, personally convinced some Kurdish leaders to
abandon their claim to contested towns, like the oil-rich
Kirkuk. Attempts to reach Shahroudi and the Revolutionary
Guards media office were unsuccessful, as were attempts to
reach Sistani’s office for comment.

If Iran can influence who becomes the next top Shiite
cleric in Iraq, it could tighten its grip on power within the
country for years. A senior cleric in Najaf who is sympathetic
to the interests of Iran would also eliminate a rival to Iranian
Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, who claims to be
the leader of Shiites worldwide. For years, Sistani, who has
endorsed a religious and political viewpoint independent of
Iran, has been Khamenei’s top challenger for the leadership
of the global Shiite community.

Sistani is rarely seen in public but his decrees are sacro-
sanct to his millions of Shiite followers. Sistani’s fatwa to rise

up against the Sunni militants of Islamic State thwarted the
group’s push toward Baghdad in 2014. The cleric has also
used his decrees to reduce sectarian violence in the country.
Sistani opposed the secession of the Kurdish region after the
referendum on independence in September but then urged
Baghdad to protect Kurds after reports of abuses surfaced
last month.

Without Sistani’s restraining influence, clashes are likely to
break out between sects as well as among rival Shiite groups,
Iraqi officials and observers say. “Sistani is not just a poor
guy sitting in a house. He can control millions of people,” the
Iraqi former senior official said. “It will be a very bloody
struggle after Sistani passes away.” Sources in Najaf expect
Sistani to remain in his post until his death. There is no clear
succession process, but Shahroudi would need to obtain the

support of a large number of ordinary Shiites, seminary stu-
dents and other clerics. Shahroudi is no stranger to Najaf: he
was born in the city to Iranian parents. In the 1970s he was
jailed and tortured by Saddam Hussein’s security forces
because of his political activities. He moved to Iran after the
Islamic revolution and has been promoted to top posts since
Khamenei became supreme leader in 1989. Shahroudi was
head of the Iranian judiciary for a decade and is currently the
head of the Expediency Council, a body intended to resolve
disputes between parliament and a hardline watchdog body,
the Guardian Council. In public, Shahroudi is often seen sit-
ting next to Khamenei.

Rally support
Shahroudi’s visit is only one sign of how Tehran is trying

to rally support for its candidate to replace Sistani. A compa-
ny linked to the Revolutionary Guards is involved in a $300
million project to expand the Imam Ali shrine, making it the
second largest Muslim holy site after Makkah in Saudi
Arabia. “These projects create a state of dependency
between recipients of aid and Tehran since they integrate the
Iraqi infrastructure into the Iranian infrastructure network,”
said Ali Alfoneh, an expert on the Guards at the Atlantic
Council. “Furthermore, such activities provide a cover for the
Islamic Republic’s intelligence networks operating in Iraq.”

In 2011, Shahroudi opened an office in Najaf and began
paying clerical students stipends, which observers say was an
attempt by Iran to increase its influence. “It was a provoca-
tive move,” said an Iraqi analyst familiar with the Shiite clergy
who asked not to be identified. Shahroudi subsequently
opened offices in Baghdad and Karbala. He pays stipends to
thousands of seminary students, according to Iraqi officials
and clerical sources in Najaf. 

Clerics often pay stipends to students to gather support,
raise their profile and perhaps become accepted as a marja,
or top cleric, observers say. “Iran is trying to influence the
process of who comes after Sistani through the students,”
said a Western diplomat in Iraq who did not have permission
to speak on the record. Sistani is now the main sponsor of
Shiite clerical students, paying millions of dollars in Iraq and
elsewhere. His son Mohammed Ridha oversees the financial
and administrative work of his office. —Reuters
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Shaking off its climate change “pariah” status alongside
the United States and war-torn Syria, Central American
nation Nicaragua took the plunge and joined the Paris
Agreement to tackle global warming before UN climate
talks began on Monday. But environmentalists say
Nicaragua’s lecturing of big polluters and ambitious
renewable energy goals contrast with its slack environ-
mental protection and a controversial plan to carve out a
$50 billion Chinese-backed shipping canal from coast to
coast with potentially severe impacts. 

“The government talks a lot about respect for ‘Mother
Earth’ and care of the environment. But that is just political
rhetoric - in practice, the government is too lenient on
environmental contamination,” said Jorge Huete-Perez,
University of Central America professor and vice presi-
dent of Nicaragua’s Academy of Sciences. In 2015,
Nicaragua was the only one of about 195 countries to
reject outright the Paris deal, which it deemed too weak to
keep global temperature rise below 2 degrees Celsius
above pre-industrial times, as well as unfair for holding
poorer nations to account in the same way as developed
countries.  

But ahead of the annual UN climate negotiations taking
place in Bonn, Nicaragua said the pact aimed at reducing
planet-warming emissions was the only international
mechanism that could turn the tide on climate change.
Being in the accord could give the country of 6 million a
better chance to ramp up pressure on industrialized
nations for more climate action, said experts. 

Liane Schalatek, associate director at the Heinrich Bˆll
Foundation North America, said Nicaragua’s change of
heart indicated it did not want to be associated with US
President Donald Trump’s aim to renegotiate the Paris
Agreement. “It really narrows the circle of climate pariahs
to two countries,” she told the Thomson Reuters
Foundation. Some believe Nicaragua’s U-turn, recent
weather disasters and growing Chinese and Indian climate
leadership combined may have a slim chance of nudging
Trump back to the pact he said the United States would
leave because it would harm the economy.

“I’m hopeful the US administration understands... the
degree to which climate is one of the overwhelming priori-
ties in the international agenda, along with issues such as
security and trade,” said Paula Caballero, global director
of the World Resources Institute’s climate program.
Ranked as the second-poorest country in the northern
hemisphere, heavily deforested Nicaragua is one of the
region’s most vulnerable to disasters - hit regularly by
storms, floods, droughts and earthquakes.

The decision by President Daniel Ortega, a former
Marxist guerrilla leader, to join the Paris Agreement could
help funnel more cash into green energy and other devel-
opment projects in Nicaragua which once received subsi-
dized Venezuelan oil. Lauded by the World Bank as a
“renewable energy paradise”, Nicaragua generates over
50 percent of its power from geothermal, wind and other
clean sources, with plans to reach 90 percent.

Raul Delgado, lead climate change specialist at the
Inter-American Development Bank, said joining the Paris
accord could open the door for Nicaragua to access mon-
ey from the Green Climate Fund and other international
pots. “It’s a good time for them to join,” he added. Some
said the timing fits with the expected appointment next
year of Nicaragua’s chief climate negotiator Paul Oquist to
the influential co-chair position at the multi-billion-dollar
Green Climate Fund, where he is now an alternate board
member. Oquist, also a government minister, did not
respond to requests for comment. 

All talk?  
Environmentalists, however, point to a stark contrast

between Nicaragua’s hard-line climate stance on the
international stage and weak environmental regulation at
home, urging the government to halt deforestation, tighten
controls on miners and help communities adapt to climate
impacts. Dozens of demonstrations have been held to
oppose a planned 278-km Caribbean-to-Pacific canal,
approved by the National Assembly in 2013. Campaigners
say it would lead to mass evictions and destroy rainforest,
wetlands and endangered species as it slices through pro-
tected and indigenous land. 

Crossing Lake Nicaragua, the biggest in Central
America, it risks widespread damage from dredging and
contamination of the water on which many rely, they say. A
key environmental impact report was superficial and
flawed, they argue. “It’s going to affect important ecosys-
tems - there’s the fear that the lake water will become sali-
nated, and also there’s the potential of accidents with the
ships circulating in the area,” said Victor Campos, director
of Managua’s Centro Humboldt, an environmental non-
profit group. “There’s no consistency between the political
will shown at an international level and the steps they are
taking internally,” he added.

Campaigners against the canal - designed to rival
Panama’s - also say they have suffered violence and intim-
idation. Human rights watchdog Global Witness ranks
Nicaragua as the most dangerous country for environ-
mental activists per capita, with 11 killed last year. “There
does remain a considerable gulf across a number of coun-
tries between what they say (on climate change) and what
they’re actually doing,” said Guy Edwards, a research fel-
low at Brown University. —Reuters 
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US working 
homeless sleep 
in cars
In the same affluent, suburban city where Google built its head-
quarters, Tes Saldana lives in a crowded but tidy camper she
parks on the street. She concedes it’s “not a very nice living sit-
uation,” but it also is not unusual. Until authorities told them to
move, more than a dozen other RVs filled with people who
can’t afford rent joined Saldana on a tree-lined street in
Mountain View, parked between a Target and a luxury apart-
ment complex.

Homeless advocates and city officials say it’s outrageous
that in the shadow of a booming tech economy - where young
millionaires dine on $15 wood-grilled avocado and think noth-
ing of paying $1,000 for an iPhone X - thousands of families
can’t afford a home. Many of the homeless work regular jobs, in
some cases serving the very people whose sky-high net worth
is the reason housing has become unaffordable for so many.
Across the street from Saldana’s camper, for example, two-
bedroom units in the apartment complex start at $3,840,
including concierge service. That’s more than she brings home,
even in a good month.

Saldana and her three adult sons, who live with her, have
looked for less rustic accommodations, but rents are $3,000 a
month or more, and most of the available housing is distant.
She said it makes more sense to stay in the camper near their
jobs and try to save for a brighter future, even if a recent city
crackdown chased them from their parking spot. “We still need
to eat,” said Saldana, 51. “I still want to bring my kids, once in a
while, to a movie, to eat out.”

She cooks and serves food at two hotels in nearby Palo Alto,
jobs that keep her going most days from 5 in the morning until
10 at night. Two of her sons, all in their 20s, work at a bakery
and pay $700 toward the RV each month. They’re all very
much aware of the economic disparity in Silicon Valley. “How

about for us people who are serving these tech people?”
Saldana said. “We don’t get the same paycheck that they do.”

It’s all part of a growing crisis along the West Coast, where
many cities and counties have seen a surge in the number of
people living on the streets over the past two years. Counts
taken earlier this year show 168,000 homeless people in
California, Oregon and Washington - 20,000 more than were
counted just two years ago.

The booming economy, fueled by the tech sector, and
decades of under-building have led to an historic shortage of
affordable housing. It has upended the stereotypical view of
people out on the streets as unemployed: They are retail
clerks, plumbers, janitors - even teachers - who go to work,
sleep where they can and buy gym memberships for a place
to shower. 

States of emergency  
The surge in homelessness has prompted at least 10 local

governments along the West Coast to declare states of emer-
gency, and cities from San Diego to Seattle are struggling to
come up with immediate and long-range solutions. San
Francisco is well-known for homeless tent encampments. But
the homeless problem has now spread throughout Silicon
Valley, where the disparity between the rich and everyone else
is glaring.

There is no firm estimate on the number of people who live
in vehicles in Silicon Valley, but the problem is pervasive and
apparent to anyone who sees RVs lining thoroughfares; not as
visible are the cars tucked away at night in parking lots.
Advocates for the homeless say it will only get worse unless
more affordable housing is built. The median rent in the San
Jose metro area is $3,500 a month, yet the median wage is $12
an hour in food service and $19 an hour in health care support,
an amount that won’t even cover housing costs. The minimum
annual salary needed to live comfortably in San Jose is
$87,000, according to a study by personal finance website
GoBankingRates.

So dilapidated RVs line the eastern edge of Stanford
University in Palo Alto, and officials in neighboring Mountain
View have mapped out more than a dozen areas where

campers tend to cluster, some of them about a mile from
Google headquarters.

On a recent evening, Benito Hernandez returned to a
crammed RV in Mountain View after laying flagstones for a
home in Atherton, where Zillow pegs the median value of a
house at $6.5 million. He rents the RV for $1,000 a month and
lives there with his pregnant wife and children. The family was
evicted two years ago from an apartment where the rent kept
going up, nearing $3,000 a month. “After that, I lost every-
thing,” said Hernandez, 33, who works as a landscaper and
roofer. He says his wife “is a little bit sad because she says,
‘You’re working very hard but don’t have credit to get an
apartment.’ I tell her, ‘Just wait, maybe a half-year more, and I’ll
get my credit back.’”

The plight of the Hernandez family points out one of the
confounding problems of the homeless surge along the West
Coast. “This is not a crisis of unemployment that’s leading to
poverty around here,” said Tom Myers, executive director of
Community Services Agency, a nonprofit based in Mountain
View.  “People are working.” —AP
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Senior clergy 
in Najaf are 
wary of Iran

In this photo taken Oct 10, 2017, Ellen Tara
James-Penney, a lecturer at San Jose State
University, prepares to stay the night inside her
station wagon in the parking lot of Grace Baptist
Church in San Jose, California. —AP


